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Abstract:

This chapter provides a guide to help people understand the complex effects that affect, a component of
subjective well-being, might exert on various cognitive processes, including the use of abstract information,
heuristics, stereotypes, and the effect of affect on persuasion and creativity. It reviews a number of
different theories about how affect alters processing and suggests recommendations for future work to
address current knowledge gaps. The key argument within this chapter is that affective states provide
people with information. This information, when relevant, shapes how people think. Much of the research
on this topic has focused on how happy or sad moods might shape processing by providing affective
information. Specifically, happy moods indicate that one should feel safe, which results in people using
more top-down, abstract information processing strategies. Sad moods indicate that one should be wary,
which results in people using more bottom-up, detail-focused strategies. This view is helpful; however, it is
an over-simplification. In particular, affective states are like basic ingredients. Just as the taste of an
ingredient can change from one recipe to another, affective states can provide a range of different types of
information depending on the context. This versatility is highly adaptive, but results in a greater need for
specificity when it comes to understanding how affect alters thought.
Keywords: Affect, Mood, Persuasion, Creativity, Abstraction, Heuristics, Stereotypes
“To have a basic ingredient that can be prepared a million different ways is a beautiful thing.”
~ Chef Alice Waters (as quoted in Baker, 2013)
When it comes to understanding how affect influences thought, people often ponder questions such
as — Are people who feel happy easier to persuade? Does sadness foster creativity? Will anger result in
people relying on derogatory stereotypes? Typically, people desire “yes” or “no” answers, but the truth is
often not that simple. This chapter discusses how everyday affective experiences alter some common
information processing tasks, including persuasion, creativity, and reliance on abstract concepts, heuristics,
and stereotypes. The chapter reviews basic findings, different theoretical explanations for them, and the
debates within the literature. It also provides recommendations for future research, in order to address some
of the knowledge gaps. Throughout this process, we argue that many of the contrasting ideas within the
literature can be resolved by viewing affective states as akin to basic ingredients in a recipe. Follow one
recipe and affect will produce one outcome; but change the recipe, and it might produce another. As Alice
Waters notes in the quote above, this is a beautiful thing – for such ingredients are highly versatile and
functional.
Before discussing how affect influences thought, we want to first discuss what affect is. Affect is a
key component of subjective well-being, in that subjective well-being includes “…specific feelings that
reflect how people are reacting to the events and circumstances in their lives” (Diener et al., 2017, p. 87).
This affective component is comprised of both positive and negative affect (Diener, Lucas, & Oishi, 2002).
Two kinds of affective states are moods and emotions. Moods are diffuse, long-term affective states that
generally have no salient cause; whereas emotions are more specific, short-term affective reactions that
have a specific source (see Beedie, Terry, & Lane, 2005). Two core dimensions of affect are: valence
(positive or negative), which signals whether something is good or bad; and arousal (activated or
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deactivated), which signals urgency (Russell, 2003; Storbeck & Clore, 2008). Much of the work on how
affect alters processing centers on how commonly experienced, mild positive/happy and negative/sad
moods alter thought. Given this focus, we will concentrate on this work, occasionally mentioning research
on more specific emotional states when they are relevant.1

Background

Researchers have proposed a range of theories to explain why and how affect alters thought. If
affect is akin to an ingredient, then these different theoretical approaches are akin to different styles of
cooking (e.g., Italian, Mexican, Ethiopian). These theories have different flavors, but often share some core
assumptions about how affect might operate as an ingredient. First, many theories assume that affect alters
information processing because it provides people with information that is experienced as being relevant to
the task at hand (Schwarz, 2012; Schwarz & Clore, 1983, 2003). Second, if affect is experienced as
irrelevant to the task, then affect exerts no influence. Thus, feelings are not constantly shaping thought.
Third, variations in context can shape the meaning of this affective information (Martin, Ward, Achee, &
Wyer, 1993). In sum, affect is not in every recipe, but when it is relevant to the recipe, the flavor that it
adds will depend on what else is in the mix.
Theories about affect and information processing generally fall into one of three categories. These
categories are theories that focus on affect as (1) interfering with people’s mental capacity, which alters
people’s ability to think about the task, (2) providing a hedonic cue, which alters the extent to which
people feel that they can cope with the affective consequences of the task, and (3) informing the task,
which alters how people think about the task.
Affect: Interfering with Mental Capacity
In the 1980s and 1990s, researchers often argued that affect altered thought because it occupied
working memory, thereby reducing people’s cognitive capacity or mental resources (Ellis & Ashbrook,
1988; Mackie & Worth, 1989; Oaksford, Morris, Grainger, & Williams, 1996). Since then, research has
cast substantial doubt on this idea (Bless, Clore, et al., 1996; Isen, 2001). For instance, positive affect,
which was often thought to reduce capacity (Mackie & Worth, 1989), might not reduce it and could even
enhance it (Gasper & Hackenbracht, 2015; Van Dillen & Koole, 2007; Yang, Yang, & Isen, 2013).
Moreover, as this review will reveal, the effect of affect on thought often is context-dependent, with both
positive and negative affects potentially inhibiting and promoting thought – something that would not
happen if these effects solely were due to capacity deficits. Thus, capacity arguments are akin to a style of
cooking that has gone out of favor.
Affect: Providing a Hedonic Cue
Some theories focus on the idea that affect shapes processing because it signals whether or not one
can handle the affective consequences associated with performing the task. These theories, such as the
hedonic contingency hypothesis (Wegener, Petty, & Smith, 1995) and the mood-as-resource model
(Raghunathan & Trope, 2002) assume that when people perform a task, they might be concerned with how
that task will make them feel. Affective states shape whether people are willing to endure the affective
costs associated with performing the task (e.g., people in happy states might be less likely than those in sad
states to perform a task that could dampen their good mood). The hedonic consequences of doing the task
thus are the chief determinant of how affect will influence performance. Therefore, in this style of cooking,
the concern is whether the outcome will result in too much or too little of a particular type of affective
flavor.
Affect: Informing the Task
According to the affect-as-information approach, affective states provide people with information
about their environments (Schwarz, 2012; Schwarz & Clore, 1983, 2003; see also mood-as-input, Martin et
al., 1993). Happiness and some positive states indicate that the situation is safe and all is well; thus, people
are free to explore and have fun (see Ashby, Isen, & Turken, 1999; Fredrickson, 1998). Sadness and some
negative states indicate that the situation is problematic; thus people should be wary and diligent. Building
on this idea, the mood-as-general-knowledge approach (Bless & Burger, 2017; Bless, Clore, et al., 1996;
Bless, Schwarz, & Kemmelmeier, 1996), the dual force model, (Fiedler, Nickel, Asbeck, & Pagel, 2003;
Fiedler, Renn, & Kareev, 2010) and the cognitive-tuning account (Schwarz, 2012) generally propose that
because happy states signal safety, people in them feel that they can trust generalized knowledge structures
(e.g., schemas, scripts, categorical information, procedural knowledge) as a means to organize and think
about information. Happy states therefore encourage people to assimilate new information into their prior,
generalized knowledge. Conversely, because sad states signal something is problematic, people in them
feel that they should be wary of what they already know and focus on the current situation’s details and
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data as a means to solve the problem. Sad states therefore encourage people to accommodate/update what
they already know to adapt to the new information (see: Schwarz & Clore, 2007). This logic often underlies
researchers’ arguments that happy and sad mood states, respectively, promote the following processing
strategies: top-down vs. bottom-up (Bless & Burger, 2017), loose vs. tight (Fiedler, 1988), assimilative vs.
accommodative (Fiedler et al., 2010), global vs. local (Gasper & Clore, 2002), heuristic vs. systematic,
abstract vs. concrete/detailed (Schwarz & Clore, 2007), satisficing vs. optimizing (Kaufmann & Vosburg,
2002), and knowledge driven vs. stimulus driven (Fiedler, et al., 2003). This view differs from the hedonic
view in that affect informs how information is processed rather than shapes the degree to which people
think that they can cope with the affective consequences associated with doing the task.
The hypothesis that happiness promotes reliance on general strategies and sadness promotes
reliance on detailed strategies is akin to a chef’s go-to style of cooking – it is a theoretical view that is
commonly employed and seems to work well for most occasions. But like all good styles of cooking, other
versions of it have developed, including the motivational dimensional model , the mood-congruent
expectancies approach, and the affect-as-cognitive feedback account. Each of these approaches has a
different take on what type of information affect provides. We will discuss these views, as well as the
hedonic views, in more depth below. In the process, we will review how affect influences various cognitive
outputs, such as the use of abstract information, heuristics, stereotypes, and its effects on persuasion and
creativity.

Cognitive Outputs

Abstract Information
Consistent with the view that happy states promote reliance on abstract/global concepts, numerous
studies indicate that happy moods encourage a focus on the forest (i.e., abstract/global information);
whereas sad moods encourage a focus on the trees (i.e., concrete/local information; Basso, Schefft, Ris, &
Dember, 1996; Curby, Johnson, & Tyson, 2012; Derryberry & Reed, 1998; Johnson, Waugh, &
Fredrickson, 2010; Moriya & Nittono, 2011; Rowe, Hirsh, & Anderson, 2007). For instance, relative to sad
moods, happy moods encourage people to focus on the global shape of an image more so than the local
elements that comprise it (Fredrickson & Branigan, 2005; Gasper, 2004a; Gasper & Clore, 2002). Similar
preferences occur in language use with people in positive moods using more abstract than concrete
language (Beukeboom & Semin, 2006; Forgas, 2011a; Isbell, McCabe, Burns, & Lair, 2013), framing
actions in terms of why (abstract) rather than how (concrete) they were done (Beukeboom & Semin, 2005;
Labroo & Patrick, 2009; Watkins, Moberly, & Moulds, 2011), and focusing on more abstract, idealistic
rather than concrete, pragmatic arguments (Burger & Bless, 2016). Furthermore, these links might be bidirectional, in that construing action at abstract levels also can lead to positive affect (Freitas, Clark, Kim,
& Levy, 2009).
Valence, however, might not be the sole determinant of these mood effects. According to the
motivational dimensional model of affect , these effects might stem from the motivational qualities of the
affective states (Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2008; Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2010a; Gable & Harmon-Jones,
2010b; Harmon-Jones & Gable, 2009). Affective states vary in the degree to which they are low or high in
motivational intensity. In the motivational dimensional model of affect, affective states that are low in
motivational intensity (affect that does not focus people on obtaining a goal, such as amusement),
regardless of whether they are positive or negative, promote global processing because these states signal
that one is free to explore. In contrast, affective states that are high in motivational intensity (e.g. affect that
focuses people on obtaining a goal, such as desire or fear) promote local processing because they signal
that one should focus on the goal (for a review see: Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2010b). Yet, there is
disagreement concerning this view, in that others argue that motivational intensity might not be key, and
instead one should focus on differences in affective activation to understand how affect alters attentional
scope (Friedman & Förster, 2010, 2011). Regardless of which view one endorses, the key point is that
affective valence, although important, is probably insufficient to capture how affect influences these
processes. This work reveals that a more nuanced approach, which considers the many ways that affect can
inform thoughts, is needed.
The finding that affective states can influence people’s use of abstract information provides a
crucial stepping-stone, in that it helps incorporate affect into a wide number of theories that discuss the
importance of abstraction for both information processing and motivation (see Burgoon, Henderson, &
Markman, 2013; Förster & Dannenberg, 2010; Fujita & Carnevale, 2012). For instance, abstract
information plays a large role in construal level theory, which has implications for prediction, preference,
and action (Trope & Liberman, 2010; for discussion see Bless & Burger, 2017). By establishing these
connections, it becomes apparent that affect could serve as a key ingredient within a wide range of
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psychological processes.
Heuristics
Heuristics are rules of thumb that people employ to solve problems. If happy moods promote
reliance on generalized knowledge, then happy moods should increase the use of heuristic reasoning
strategies. Indeed, relative to sad and neutral moods, happy moods promote the use of the following
heuristics: the fundamental attribution error (Forgas, 1998; Stalder & Cook, 2014), the halo effect (Forgas,
2011b; Sinclair, 1988), the ease of retrieval heuristic (Greifeneder & Bless, 2008; Ruder & Bless, 2003),
the conjunction fallacy (Gasper, 1999; but see Jundt & Hinsz, 2002), and the use of processing fluency as
well as other cues as judgmental heuristics (Forgas, 2015; Koch & Forgas, 2012; Wyland & Forgas, 2010).
Happy moods also reduce the degree to which people use systematic strategies. For instance,
happy moods can decrease reliance on clear, logical decision rules (de Vries, Holland, Corneille, Rondeel,
& Witteman, 2012; Elsbach & Barr, 1999), lessen one’s ability to accurately estimate correlation
coefficients from graphic data (Sinclair & Mark, 1995), reduce reliance on Grice’s principles for
conversations (Koch, Forgas, & Matovic, 2013; Matovic, Koch, & Forgas, 2014), hurt syllogistic reasoning
(Gasper, 1999; Melton, 1995; for exception see Radenhausen & Anker, 1988), and lessen the extent to
which people use theory of mind when making judgments about others’ mental states (Converse, Lin,
Keysar, & Epley, 2008).
These differences in processing strategies also shape how mood alters evaluations of fairness
(Hertel, Neuhof, Theuer, & Kerr, 2000). Sinclair and Mark (1991) proposed that happy moods promote
attention to equality (50/50), whereas sad moods promote attention to equity (you get out what you put in)
because equity is determined by systematically attending to the details. Indeed, when people learned that
they had done 60% of the work, 84% of those in happy moods and 90% of those in neutral moods paid
their partner using the equality norm; whereas only 33% of those in sad moods did so because they
followed an equity norm (Inness, Desmarais, & Day, 2005). This focus on fairness also is evidenced by sad
moods being associated with lower acceptance of unfair offers in the ultimatum game (Chung, Lee, Jung, &
Kim, 2016; Harlé, Chang, van’t Wout, & Sanfey, 2012; Harlé & Sanfey, 2007; Riepl, Mussel, Osinsky, &
Hewig, 2016) and with making fairer offers relative to happy moods (Forgas & Tan, 2013). It should be
noted that others did not find that sadness lowered acceptance of unfair offers, but rather disgust (Moretti &
di Pellegrino, 2010) and anger (Srivastava, Espinoza, & Fedorikhin, 2009) did, presumably because these
emotions signaled a negative view of the unfair offer (see also Harlé & Sanfey, 2010; for a meta-analysis
on affect and justice, see Barsky & Kaplan, 2007).
At first glance, these effects suggest that positive affect might not be ideal, for it encourages the use
of simple, heuristic strategies. This view, however, is a mischaracterization. First, reliance on heuristics
does not always lead to poor decisions. Heuristics generally serve people well and are efficient (Ambady &
Gray, 2002; Baron, 1990). For instance, happy moods promote reliance on small samples, which can be
beneficial because it can lead to faster and more correct decisions (Fiedler et al., 2010). Heuristics also are
a type of mental habit that allows people to devote their attention to other challenges (see Lyubomirsky,
King, & Diener, 2005). Second, not all heuristics are promoted by happy moods. For instance, the
anchoring heuristic occurs when individuals extensively think about the possibility that the anchor is
correct. Research indicates that sad moods encourage people to think about the anchor, thereby increasing
the anchoring bias relative to happy moods (Bodenhausen, Gabriel, & Lineberger, 2000; Englich & Soder,
2009; Estrada, Isen, & Young, 1997; for non-replication see Jundt & Hinsz, 2002). Third, as we will
discuss later, when the situation is important and demands attention, happy moods promote complex
thought (Isen, 2001; Schwarz & Clore, 2007). Thus, it might be best to view this work as indicating that
compared to sadness, happiness promotes greater acceptance of generalized knowledge in relatively benign
situations.
Persuasion
Research on mood and persuasion also suggests that happy moods promote less systematic
processing strategies than sad moods. Numerous studies indicate that respondents in happy moods are less
likely to be influenced by the strength of the persuasive agreements than those in neutral (Mackie & Worth,
1989; Worth & Mackie, 1987) and negative moods (Bless, Bohner, Schwarz, & Strack, 1990; Bless,
Mackie, & Schwarz, 1992; Bohner & Weinerth, 2001; Schwarz, Bless, & Bohner, 1991; Sinclair, Mark, &
Clore, 1994; for meta-analysis see Hullett, 2005). Moreover, when asked to write their own arguments,
respondents in happy moods even produced less persuasive arguments than those in sad moods (Forgas,
2007; Forgas, East, & Chan, 2007). Thus, these data suggest that relative to neutral and sad moods, happy
moods decrease the use of systematic processing strategies.
Yet, it is important to keep in mind that valence alone is not the sole determinant of these effects.
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Other characteristics of the state might matter. For instance, happy moods could have these effects because
they signal certainty. Tiedens and Linton (2001) found that certainty emotions (anger, contentment, and
sadness with certainty) resulted in people relying less on the quality of the message than uncertainty
emotions (worry, surprise, and sadness with uncertainty; see also Rydell et al., 2008). If so, affective states
are flexible ingredients, providing a range of information that could alter the processing of persuasive
communications.
Moreover, there are contextual factors that also shape how affective states might provide
information during the persuasion process. First, the effects of affect can depend on people’s motivation
and ability to process the persuasive communication. Research indicates that affect may alter how people
process the message when people possess moderate levels of motivation and ability to pay attention to the
message. However, when people possess either low motivation and ability or high motivation and ability,
then affect alters how much people like the message (for reviews see Petty, Fabrigar, & Wegener, 2003;
Petty, Wheeler, & Tormala, 2003). That is, instead of affect altering how people think about the message,
affect alters their evaluation of the message (see Petty, Schumann, Richman, & Strathman, 1993). 2 Not all
research supports this view, however (see Albarracín & Kumkale, 2003; Batra & Stayman, 1990; Smith &
Shaffer, 1991), but the findings bring up a critical issue – when does affect alter how a message is
processed vs. how a message is evaluated?
Second, another key element to consider concerns the hedonic implications of the message.
According to the hedonic contingency hypothesis, people in happy moods are motivated to sustain their
positive feelings, resulting in them being uninclined to process mood-threatening messages that might make
them feel bad (Wegener et al., 1995). In contrast, people in sad moods already feel bad. Hence, they are less
concerned about processing mood-threatening messages because these messages would have limited
affective consequences. Indeed, positive affect promotes message scrutiny when messages are hedonically
rewarding (e.g. positive content, likeable source), but not when they are mood-threatening (Sinclair,
Moore, Mark, Soldat, & Lavis, 2010; Turner, Underhill, & Kaid, 2013; Van Kleef, van den Berg, &
Heerdink, 2015; Wegener & Petty, 1994; Wegener et al., 1995; see also Handley & Lassiter, 2002, for
meta-analysis see Hullett, 2005). Similar findings also arise when the message is framed using a more
positive, promotion-focused frame (e.g., attaining positive outcomes) than a more negative, preventionfocused frame (e.g., avoiding negative outcomes; Baek & Reid, 2013; Van Kleef et al., 2015). Thus, happy
moods can promote message scrutiny as long as doing so is hedonically rewarding and not mood
threatening.
Third, people in happy moods do not always focus on sustaining their mood. According to the moodas-resource model (Das & Fennis, 2008; Das, Vonkeman, & Hartmann, 2012; Raghunathan & Trope,
2002; Trope, Ferguson, & Raghunathan, 2001), positive moods can operate as a resource that allows people
to better cope with negative, self-relevant information (Lazarus, 1999). Specifically, people in happy states
might be better equipped to cope with negative, self-relevant messages, because they have more positive
affective reserves to draw upon to feel good when receiving negative feedback than those in negative
moods. Consequently, positive moods increase the processing of self-relevant, negative information (Das &
Fennis, 2008; Raghunathan & Trope, 2002). This effect is thought to occur because, when a negative
message is highly self-relevant, the need for accuracy and knowledge can overpower the need to feel
positively about one’s self, thereby encouraging people to more thoroughly process the negative
information.
At first glance, the mood-as-resource model seems to contradict the hedonic contingency
hypothesis. The two views, however, operate under very different contextual situations. The mood-asresource model predicts that happy states should encourage acquiring negative information because it is
needed; whereas the hedonic contingency hypothesis suggests that happy states might encourage avoiding
negative information when it is not needed. Indeed, Gasper and Zawadzki (2012) found that when help was
needed, positive moods increased seeking out critical information in order to improve; whereas when help
was not needed, negative moods increased seeking out critical information in order to ward off potential
future problems (see also Albarracin & Hart, 2011; Trope & Pomerantz, 1998). Thus, positive affect can be
a highly adaptive ingredient. It focuses people on acquiring negative information when it is needed, but
ignoring it when it is not needed and perhaps mood threatening.
Lastly, mood can also influence persuasion by creating expectancies. According to the moodcongruent expectancies approach (Ziegler, 2010, 2013, 2014; Ziegler & Diehl, 2011; Ziegler, Schlett, &
Aydinli, 2013; see also work on affective coherence, Huntsinger, 2013b; DeSteno, Petty, Rucker, Wegener,
& Braverman, 2004), one’s mood state creates an expectancy for what should happen. Happy moods
encourage people to expect the world to be a good place; whereas sad moods encourage people to expect it
to be a bad place. When people encounter a message that is congruent with their expectations (e.g., happy
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moods and a trustworthy source, sad moods and an untrustworthy source), they are less likely to scrutinize
that message than when they encounter a message that is incongruent with their expectancies (e.g., happy
and untrustworthy source, sad and trustworthy source; Ziegler & Diehl, 2011). Thus, mood still provides
information, but this information shapes what one expects, which in turn alters processing, rather than
mood directly informing how one should process the information.
Clearly, there are many ways that affect can alter persuasion. As in the previous sections,
researchers need to consider carefully how affect informs these processes. They also need to understand the
context. Is the context promoting a moderate desire to process the information? Creating concerns about
sustaining one’s feelings? Activating concerns about learning negative and self-relevant information? Or
altering one’s expectancies? The answers to these questions should help determine how affective
ingredients will influence persuasion.
Stereotyping
When people rely on a stereotype, they are using a pre-existing knowledge structure (specifically,
information about a group or category) to judge a group member rather than relying on individuating
information. Because positive affect often promotes the use of generalized knowledge structures, it should
promote reliance on stereotypes. Indeed, numerous studies indicate that people in happy moods are more
likely to rely on stereotypes to make judgments than those in neutral or sad moods (e.g., Bless, 2000; Bless,
Clore, et al., 1996; Bless, Schwarz, & Kemmelmeier, 1996; Bless, Schwarz, & Wieland, 1996;
Bodenhausen, 1993; Bodenhausen, Kramer, & Süsser, 1994; Curtis, 2013; Forgas, 2013; Huntsinger,
Sinclair, Dunn, & Clore, 2010; Isbell, 2004; Park & Banaji, 2000; Stroessner & Mackie, 1992). For
example, Bodenhausen, et al., (1994) had participants in positive or neutral moods read an alleged
misconduct case and make judgments of guilt. Half of the participants learned that the person belonged to a
stereotyped group. Participants in a happy mood judged the target as more guilty when the stereotype was
activated than when it was not, but participants in a neutral mood did not differentially judge the target.
Additionally, some negative moods seem to counteract processes associated with stereotyping, for they can
promote concrete thought, accommodation of new information, or a focus on local, individuating, or
behavioral information (e.g., Bless, Schwartz, & Wieland, 1996; Bodenhausen, Kramer, et al., 1994;
Bodenhausen, Sheppard, et al., 1994; Isbell, 2004; Krauth-Gruber & Ric, 2000; Unkelbach, Forgas, &
Denson, 2008).
As noted in the previous sections, affect is a versatile ingredient. These effects might not stem from
the valence of the affective information, but rather from other qualities associated with the affective
information. For example, Tiedens and Linton (2001) argued that people might rely on stereotypes more
when they feel certain rather than uncertain. They found that disgust, a certainty-based emotion, promoted
greater reliance on stereotypes than fear, an uncertainty-based emotion. Similarly, anger, another certaintybased emotion, also increased reliance on stereotypes compared to sad and neutral moods (Bodenhausen,
Sheppard, et al., 1994).
In addition to considering the information the affect provides, one also needs to consider how the
meaning of that information might be context dependent. For instance, Dasgupta, DeSteno, Williams, and
Hunsinger (2009) found that the effects of anger and disgust on bias depended on whether the out-group’s
stereotype was one that typically aroused anger or disgust. They found that disgust, but not anger, elevated
implicit outgroup bias when the targets were gay (an outgroup that was more associated with disgust than
anger). Moreover, anger, but not disgust, elevated implicit outgroup bias when the targets were Arab (an
outgroup that was more associated with anger than disgust). Thus, emotions provide information about the
degree to which an outgroup is a threat, but only if the emotion is applicable to one’s existing knowledge
about that group. Another example comes from Unkelbach et al. (2008). They asked respondents in happy,
angry, or neutral moods to play a game in which respondents decided whether to shoot an un/armed person;
some targets wore an Islamic headdress. Happy participants exhibited a bias toward selectively shooting
more Muslim targets, and angry participants had an increased tendency to shoot all targets. This finding
suggests that happy moods might promote reliance on stereotypes; whereas anger increases the general
tendency toward aggressive responses. Additionally, it is possible for affective states to shape evaluations
of in/out group members via the mood-congruent expectancies model. Ziegler and Burger (2011), for
example, found that people engaged in more effortful processing when the outgroup’s membership was
incongruent, rather than congruent, with one’s mood-based expectancies. Together, this work underscores
how the characteristics of the task can shape the way in which affective ingredients function.
In addition to examining whether stereotypes are applied, researchers have examined how affect
alters the extent to which respondents perceive groups as being homogenous. Compared to neutral or sad
moods, happy moods often increase perceptions of group homogeneity (Park & Banaji, 2000; Queller,
Mackie, & Stroessner, 1996; Stroessner & Mackie, 1992; Stroessner, Mackie, & Michalsen, 2005). This
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finding might occur because positive moods either decrease systematic thought, thereby preventing people
from noticing differences, or because happy moods promote assimilation, which encourages seeing
connections within the group. Indeed, positive moods promote broader inclusion of others into one’s
ingroup (Dovidio, Gaertner, Isen, & Lowrance, 1995; Ensari, Stenstrom, Pedersen, & Miller, 2009; Urada
& Miller, 2000). This inclusion effect is interesting for it suggests that even though happy states might
increasing stereotyping, they also increase the inclusion of others into one’s in-group.
In sum, happy moods generally promote stereotype use, perhaps by conveying that it is fine to rely
on generalized knowledge or by signaling certainty in one’s existing knowledge. Along these lines, anger,
another certainty emotion, also can promote stereotype use, especially with regards to groups that often
spark feelings of anger. Yet, even though happy moods increase reliance on stereotypic knowledge, they
also encourage people to be more inclusive and more likely to assimilate others into one’s group. Thus, an
interesting avenue for future research is to explore when people will rely on stereotypes and when they will
instead focus on connections and similarities between oneself and others.
Creativity
Numerous researchers have examined whether mood influences creativity (for meta-analyses see
Baas, De Dreu, & Nijstad, 2008; Davis, 2009; Lyubomirsky, et al., 2005). Much of this work indicates that
happy states promote creative thought. The idea being that because happy states encourage a focus on
abstract information, people in them are better able to make higher-order connections and links promoting
novel thought (Ashby et al., 1999; Estrada, Isen, & Young, 1994; Isen, 2001; Isen & Daubman, 1984; Isen,
Niedenthal, & Cantor, 1992). This idea is supported by the broaden and build theory of positive emotions
(Fredrickson, 1998), which argues that positive states might promote creativity because they signal safety,
and hence one is free to play and explore (Friedman, Förster, & Denzler, 2007). Indeed, people in happy
moods tend to perform well on tasks that are interesting and fun (Hirt, Devers, & McCrea, 2008). In
support of these views, three meta-analyses revealed that, compared to neutral moods, experimentally
induced positive moods increase creativity, effect sizes: d = .30 (Baas, De Dreu, & Nijstad, 2008), d = .52
(Davis, 2009), d = .32 (weighted; Lyubomirsky, et al., 2005). Moreover, the link might be bidirectional, in
that creativity and inspiration also promote well-being and happiness (Thrash, Moldovan, Oleynick, &
Maruskin, 2014).
The effect of negative moods on creativity is more complicated. In his meta-analysis, Davis (2009)
concluded that positive moods promote more creativity than negative moods. However, Baas et al., (2008)
concluded that there were no differences between positive and negative moods. Additionally, both metaanalyses found no significant difference between negative and neutral moods. These null effects could stem
from the fact that research on positive mood often focuses mainly on happy/amused mood states; whereas
research on negative moods often encompasses a wider range of states, such as sadness, fear, anger, and
boredom. These negative states vary dramatically in terms of the types of information they provide, which
could obscure an overall meta-analytic effect.
One promising approach to address the role of affect in creativity is to move beyond valence and
consider other relevant affective elements, such as whether the affective states reflect an approach or
avoidance orientation (Baas et al., 2008; Friedman & Förster, 2010). Approach states, such as excitement,
might foster creativity because they signal that it is safe to explore; whereas avoidance states, such as fear,
might dampen creativity because they signal the need for vigilance, especially when they are high in
activation. Indeed, Baas et al., (2008) found a meta-analytic effect indicating that fear hampered creativity
(r = -.12, 95%CI: -.22 to -.02), and later, Byron and Khazanchi (2011) found meta-analytic effects
indicating that both state (rcorrected = -.028, 95%CI[-.051, -.012]) and trait ( rcorrected = -.166, 95%CI[-.186, .147]) anxiety hindered creativity. Part of the problem Baas et al., (2008) ran into testing the role of
approach/avoidance in creativity is that they could find studies that examined high, but not low, activation
states. Since then, more research has been conducted using low activation states, and it too suggests that
even these states might differentially alter creativity depending on whether they activate approach or
avoidance motivations (Bench & Lench, 2013; Gasper & Middlewood, 2014; Mann & Cadman, 2014;
Middlewood, Gallegos, & Gasper, 2016). Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis on the association between
psychopathology and creativity also supports this view (Baas, Nijstad, Boot, & De Dreu, 2016; but see also
Taylor, 2017). Thus, what makes affect an influential ingredient in the creative process might be whether it
signals approach/avoidance rather than its valence.
In addition to understanding which moods promote creativity, another key question concerns how
they do so. One argument is that the abstract thought promoted by happy moods facilitates connections and
links, encouraging the production of creative ideas (Ashby et al., 1999). Additionally, mood might alter the
likelihood of accepting creative ideas. Affective states that signal caution and vigilance might indicate that
creative ideas or strategies are inappropriate, undesired, or too risky to employ. For instance, individuals in
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sad moods are creative when it is clear that creativity is appropriate and desired (Friedman et al.,
2007; Gasper, 2003; Gasper, 2004b; Yamada & Nagai, 2015). Thus, some moods could have detrimental
effects not because they influence the production of creative ideas, but rather because they influence the
acceptance of them (de Vries et al., 2012).
In sum, approach states might promote more creativity than avoidance states, but clearly, more
research needs to be done to confirm this hypothesis. In addition, research would benefit from employing
an approach that considers not only what information the state is providing, but also how that information
might shape the types of processes are involved in various types of creative tasks. That is, just as it matters
in cooking when one adds an ingredient, so too might it matter at what stage of the creative process affect
is operating.

Affect-as-Cognitive Feedback: Everything is Reversible

There is one last view of how affect alters processing that we want to discuss — the affect-ascognitive feedback account (also called the cognitive malleability approach, for reviews see Huntsinger,
Isbell, & Clore, 2014; Isbell, Lair, & Rovenpor, 2013; Ray & Huntsinger, 2017). This newer theoretical
perspective argues that happy and sad moods do not directly promote the use of one processing strategy
over the other. Instead, affect provides information that signals whether one should use the accessible
strategy. Happy moods signal all is well and operate like a go-signal, providing information indicating that
it is okay to use whatever strategy is accessible. Sad moods signal that there is a problem and operate like a
stop-signal, providing information that one should be wary of and not use whatever strategy is accessible.
Proponents of this view argue that happy moods have promoted the use of abstract knowledge, heuristics,
and stereotypes not because they promote these strategies per se, but because these global strategies are
typically the accessible, default strategy.
To test this idea, researchers primed various processing strategies (global vs. local, heuristic vs.
systematic) to make one strategy more accessible than another. When global/abstract/heuristic strategies
were accessible, relative to sad moods, happy moods promoted the effects that were typically found in the
literature, such as increased out-group homogeneity effects (Isbell, Lair, & Rovenpor, 2016), greater
attention to global features (Huntsinger et al., 2010, Huntsinger, 2013a), increased use of category
information as a basis for judgment (Hunsinger, Isbell, & Clore, 2012), greater adoption of accessible goals
(Huntsinger & Sinclair, 2010), engaging in more creative thought, greater use of the conjunction fallacy,
but less use of the anchoring heuristic (Huntsinger & Ray, 2016). More importantly, when
detailed/local/systematic process strategies were accessible, ALL of these effects reversed. That is, when
detailed processing strategies were primed, people in happy moods used less global, abstract processing
strategies than those in sad moods did.
This work has at least two interesting implications. First, prior work that found reversals in mood
effects (e.g. happy moods promoting local strategies and sad moods promoting global strategies), which
might seem to contradict current wisdom, could have found these effects because the studies activated
local, rather than global, strategies as a means to complete the task. Second, this work also provides an
interesting explanation for why null results might occur. Specifically, null effects might arise when no clear
processing strategy is accessible, for when this happens, happy and sad moods do not differentially alter
processing (Isbell et al., 2016). Thus, affect might shape the extent to which people use accessible
strategies, and if no strategy is accessible, then affect might not alter information processing.
A key question is whether this view really challenges past work – is it a revolutionary way of
cooking? In the affect-as-cognitive feedback experiments, researchers first prime a processing strategy (e.g.
global vs. local). In doing so, they actually might be activating procedural knowledge about how to perform
the task. According to Bless & Burger (2017), accessible prior knowledge can include procedural
knowledge. Thus, one could argue that these studies are merely changing what type of procedural/prior
knowledge (e.g., global vs. local procedural knowledge) is accessible. Happy moods therefore are still
increasing reliance on prior knowledge; it is just that the priming manipulation changes what kind of prior
knowledge is accessible. If so, it is unclear if affect provides a signal about relying on prior, generalized
knowledge or if it provides a signal about relying on accessible knowledge (as the affect-as-cognitive
feedback account proposes). Regardless of one’s take on this issue, the affect-as-cognitive feedback
account makes the important point that the effect of affect on processing is highly malleable. That is, affect
is a wonderfully flexible ingredient that adapts to the situation, producing a range of outcomes depending
on the how it informs the context.

When the Effects Disappear
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Lastly, it is important to keep in mind that all of these effects depend on whether affect is
experienced as providing relevant information. When affect is irrelevant, it should not influence
processing. Greifeneder, Bless, and Pham (2011) provide an excellent review of the factors that determine
when feelings are experienced as relevant to various judgments. Presumably, many of these factors would
apply to understanding when feelings are experienced as relevant to processing, but a systematic review is
needed to confirm this hypothesis. In terms of when affect is irrelevant, research indicates that irrelevance
can be achieved by either (a) altering the perceived source or meaning of the affective cues or (b) changing
the situational or task cues in such a way to override the affective information (Albarracín & Kumkale,
2003; Bless et al., 1990; Bodenhausen, Kramer, & Süsser, 1994; Faraji-Rad & Pham, 2012; Friedman et
al., 2007; Gasper, 2004a; Isbell, McCabe, et al., 2013; Ruder & Bless, 2003; Sinclair et al., 1994; van
Reijmersdal, Lammers, Rozendaal, & Buijzen, 2015). In addition, the intensity of the affective state might
matter. If the affect manipulation is too mild, affective cues might not be noticed and not employed; if
affective cues are too salient, they might be viewed as task-irrelevant and not employed (Bohner &
Weinerth, 2001). Indeed, Davis’s (2009) meta-analysis revealed that mood effects were stronger for
moderately intense affective states compared to mild or very intense states. The mood effects also were
stronger when a cover story was present rather than absent, perhaps because a cover story enhanced the
degree to which affect was experienced as task-relevant. These factors are not minor considerations, for if
any of them are present, they can negate whether affective ingredients play a role in shaping thought.

Recommendations for Future Research

Recommendation 1: View Each Affective Ingredient as Providing Multiple Rather than Single
Sources of Information
When research on affect and information processing began, the key focus was on the state’s
valence, but affective states possess other key qualities that can provide information. These include such
factors as the state’s underlying appraisal dimensions (Arnold, 1960; Clore, Ortony, & Foss, 1987; Frijda,
Kuipers, & Ter Schure, 1989; Lazarus, 1991; Moors, 2009; Roseman, Spindel, & Jose, 1990; Smith &
Ellsworth, 1985; Smith, Tong, & Ellsworth, 2014), motivational orientations (e.g., approach/avoidance,
motivational intensity; Fischhoff, Gonzalez, Lerner, & Small, 2012; Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2008; Gasper
& Middlewood, 2014; Lerner, Li, & Weber, 2013; Tiedens & Linton, 2001) arousal/activation level
(Storbeck & Clore, 2008), and intensity (Hackenbracht & Gasper, 2013; Lench & Bench, 2015). In this
chapter, we only scratched the surface through our discussions of how motivational intensity,
approach/avoidance, and differences in certainty might underlie these effects. There are many other ways
that affective ingredients could shape thought. For instance, Griskevicius et al., (2009) used evolutionary
theory to hypothesize that fear would activate self-protection, resulting in one wanting to blend in and not
stand out among others in order to be safe; whereas romance would activate the desire to differentiate
oneself from others, resulting in one wanting to stand out among others in order to attract a mate. Using
this reasoning, they predicted and found that people in fearful moods were more persuaded by messages
about being part of the group; whereas those in romantic moods were more persuaded by messages about
differentiating oneself from others (see also, Griskevicius, Shiota, & Neufeld, 2010; Keltner, Haidt, &
Shiota, 2006; Ng et al., 2017; Sauter, 2010). This example nicely illustrates how other affective elements,
in this case the potential evolutionary functions of affect, might shape the information that affective
provides.
The fact that affect can have so many influences is a beautiful thing, but this versatility also creates
ambiguity concerning what cue is responsible for the effect. Fear, for instance, could signal negativity,
avoidance, uncertainty, a focus on the future, urgency, and need for protection. With so many dimensions
to consider, it becomes very important to delineate which of these possible signals underlies the effect.
Right now, researchers often theorize that if affective state “x” signals “y”, it should result in “z”. They
establish that “x” produces “z”, but often do not adequately test or acknowledge all the possible “y”s. The
field would benefit by trying to establish what piece(s) of information (the potential “y”s) underlie the
effect. It is only with this information that one can know when fear will function more like sadness (a
negative emotion), hope (an uncertainty emotion), or excitement (a high urgency emotion).
Recommendation 2: Consider How Affective States Might Operate in Conjunction with One Another
Researchers should consider how two or more affective states might operate together to alter
information processing. Affect inductions often create more than one state, such as when sad mood
manipulations elevate anxiety or disgust (Westermann, Stahl, & Hesse, 1996). Yet, researchers often
assume that only one state predominates, not taking into account other potential affective influences
(Gasper & Danube, 2016). Multiple affective states can interact with each other to alter thought
(Middlewood et al., 2016). For instance, emotional ambivalence (e.g., experiencing happiness and sadness
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at the same time) has been found to benefit problem-solving. Happiness promotes the exploration needed
for creative solutions; whereas sadness promotes the systematic thought needed to evaluate them (George
& Zhou, 2007; Kaufmann & Vosburg, 2002; Moss & Wilson, 2014; Rees, Rothman, Lehavy, & SanchezBurks, 2013; Rothman, Pratt, Rees, & Vogus, 2016; van Harreveld, Nohlen, & Schneider, 2015). Even
though people might simultaneously feel multiple states, research is currently lacking concerning how these
complex states function together to shape thought.
Recommendation 3: Develop Models that Delineate When Affect Would Influence Processing,
Judgment, or Both
Researchers often distinguish between affect altering judgment (evaluations of some object) and
processing (how people think). This review focused on how affect alters processing, but a close
examination of this discussion reveals that sometimes affect might alter these various cognitive outputs via
judgment. For instance, affect might alter how people use a stereotype to process information about a
group-member or it could just alter one’s judgment of the group-member (e.g., I dislike members of group
x). Affect might alter the generation of creative ideas or it might influence the evaluation of the suitability
of those ideas. Affect also might alter how a persuasive message is processed or one’s liking of the
message. But when does affect alter processing, judgment, or both? In the persuasion domain, researchers
have begun to address this issue by arguing that affect alters how people process messages when
motivation and ability are moderate and how they judge the messages when motivation and ability are
either both low or high (Petty, Fabrigar, & Wegner, 2003; Petty, Wheeler, & Tormala, 2003). This model,
however, has not always worked, but at least it reflects an attempt to tackle this issue. The field desperately
needs more theorizing that focuses on how the role of affect might change depending on the various stages
and mechanisms that are involved within each of these various domains.
Recommendation 4: Examine to What Extent These Effects Extend to Naturally Arising Affective
States and Traits
Most of the studies reviewed here examined how some type of manipulated affective state altered
various cognitive outcomes. A few studies have examined how naturally arising state and trait affect might
influence these outcomes, especially with regards to the processing of abstract information (Basso et al.,
1996; Derryberry & Reed, 1998; Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2008) and creative thought (for meta-analysis
see: Byron & Khazanchi, 2011). But our literature search revealed very little work examining these affects
with regards to the use of heuristics (for exceptions see; Greifeneder & Bless, 2008, Hilbig, 2008; Riepl et
al., 2016; also work exists looking at justice, see Barsky & Kaplan, 2007), persuasion (for exception see:
DeBono, & McDermott, 1994), and stereotyping. Examining naturally arising state and trait affect is
important, for these states might differ from manipulated affects in terms of the degree to which they seem
relevant and salient – two qualities that could influence whether affect will alter thought (Gasper &
Danube, 2016; Greifeneder et al., 2011). In addition, trait affect might not only alter processing, but also
alter the meaning and relevance of state affect (Gasper & Clore, 1998). For instance, extroverted and
neurotic individuals tend to differ in how much positive and negative affect they experience, and they also
differ in how they view and use the information provided by positive and negative affective states
(Augustine & Larsen, 2011; Rusting, 1999).3 Thus, there is a clear need to consider how naturally arising
state and trait affective influences might operate independently and together to shape the way in which
information is processed.
Recommendation 5: Move Toward Greater Scientific Rigor and Openness
In reviewing this literature, another issue that deserves attention is replicability. There are many
conceptual replications (many researchers doing the same type of work), but not many “exact” replications
(conducting the same study), let alone preregistered replications (registering hypotheses and methods
before conducting the study). The only preregistered replication of mood and processing effects that we
could find was by Domachowska et al., (2016), which replicated the work of Gable and Harmon-Jones
(2008) on how positive affects high in motivational intensity narrow attentional scope. In terms of
judgment, Yap et al. (2016) sought to replicate the effect of mood on judgments of life satisfaction
(Schwarz & Clore, 1983). They found rather small effect sizes relative to the original work. Even though
there are many reasons why a replication study might fail to find an effect, these studies provide
information relevant to determining the strength and scope of these effects, which is needed to understand
the practical significance of these findings.
A related issue is that there is not a lot of work that clearly delineates the overall magnitude of
these effects. With the exception of research on affective influences on creativity, meta-analyses for some
of these effects are scarce and many were conducted prior to the availability of newer techniques to detect
bias. The affect and creativity meta-analyses revealed that the effect size for positive affect on creativity
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ranged from d = .30 to .52 (see creativity section). Lench, Flores, and Bench (2011) conducted a metaanalysis that estimated the effect size of affect on cognition to be Hedges g = .24. This knowledge is
important, for it suggests that many of the experiments on mood and processing might be underpowered. If
a medium effect size is assumed (d = .50), then for an experiment that compares happy vs. sad moods,
assuming 80% power, alpha = .05, two-tailed test, one needs a sample size of 128 people. If the effect size
is closer to d = .25, then the sample increases to 506 people. Many of the studies reviewed here had 20 to
50 participants per cell, resulting in studies that are either somewhat underpowered (if d = .50, then
estimated power is .70 assuming 50 participants per cell) to very underpowered (if d = .25, then estimated
power is only .24). If the original studies are underpowered, then they might be difficult to replicate. Of
course, it is important to keep in mind that because these meta-analyses examined very heterogeneous
samples, the true effect size could be higher or lower depending on the study’s characteristics.
Nevertheless, it would be fruitful if researchers increase their sample sizes, preregister their hypotheses,
and share their data, materials, scripts and laboratory practices given the extent to which individual
differences and contextual cues can shape these effects. In other words, researchers should clearly
document their affective recipes.

Concluding Remarks

To answer the questions posed in the introductory paragraph: Yes, it might be easier to persuade a
person in a happy mood. No, sad moods do not necessarily foster creativity. And, yes, anger does seem to
increase reliance on derogatory stereotypes. However, the likelihood of finding these effects depends on
the context. Affective states are basic ingredients that can have a wide number of effects. This feature
makes them adaptive, versatile, and highly functional – but also can make their influence tricky to predict.
At this point, researchers have developed some sound basic principles for understanding these effects: (a)
affect provides information, (b) this information must be experienced as relevant to the task, and (c)
individual, situational, and task characteristics can change the meaning of this information. These
principles form a foundational recipe that people can use as a basis for understanding a range of different
ways to approach this work. To move forward, researchers need to refine their affective recipes by asking
questions that better assess and highlight the complex, interactive effects that affective states can have on
information processing.

Footnotes
1 This

review focuses on the effects of mild, everyday feelings, not on clinical affective reactions (e.g.
depression, mania, etc.). Everyday feelings sometimes produce effects akin to those found in clinical
populations, but sometimes they do not.
2 When

people think about the message, moods can also influence persuasion by increasing the confidence
people have in their thoughts (Briñol, Petty, & Barden, 2007; Petty, Briñol, & Tormala, 2002).
3 In

addition, there are many other individual and cultural factors that can shape how affect is experienced
and interpreted, which in turn influences how affect functions (see: Avnet, Pham, & Stephen, 2012; Gasper
& Bramesfeld, 2006; Gasper & Clore, 2000; George & Zhou, 2002; Kashdan, Barrett, & McKnight,
2015; Tamir, 2009; Tamir, Bigman, Rhodes, Salerno, & Schreier, 2014).
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